TRAINS
Over the mountains,
Over the plains,
Over the rivers,
Here come the trains.
Carrying passengers,
Carrying mail,
Bringing their precious loads
In without fail.

Thousands of freight cars
All rushing on
Through day and darkness,
Through dusk and dawn.
Over the mountains,
Over the plains,
Over the rivers,
Here come the trains.

NEW WORDS:

1. Mountains
2. Passengers
3. Rivers
4. Precious
5. Mail
6. Plains
7. Dusk
8. Dawn
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1. Where do trains run?
Trains run over the mountains, plains and rivers.
2. What are the ‘‘precious loads’’ that they carry?
Passengers and mails are the precious loads they carry
3. When do the trains run?
Trains run all through the day and darkness, dawn and dusk.
4. What is ‘dusk’ and ‘dawn’?
Dawn is the time of day when light first appears in the morning while Dusk is
the time of the day when light disappears in the evening.
Write a short essay “A scene at railway station”:
The scene at a Railway Platform is always enjoyable. The platform is
overcrowded. There is noise and commotions everywhere. The waiting hall is
crowded with all sorts of passengers. There is a long queue in front of the

booking window. At the platform a large number of passengers are waiting for
the train. There are many stalls on the platform like tea stall, snack stall, book
stall etc. Porters in red dress are going to and fro. Passengers are waiting for the
train. Soon the train came. There was a great rush at the doors of compartments.
Many passengers got down and many more got in. The engine whistled and the
train began to move.
ENCIRCLE THE CORRECT SPELLING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Passengers
Precios
Loods
Plains
Freight

Passangers
Precious
lods
plians
frighet

paseengers
Presious
lads
plins
friheight

passangars
Preciuos
loads
planis
frite

MAKE THREE WORDS FROM THE LETTERS OF THE WORDS GIVEN:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Passengers
Thousands
Trains
Freight
Mountains-

pass
sand
rain
eight
saint
son

ass
hand
sin
get

man

anger
sound
ran
hit

CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD:
6. Rohit does not (shoot / shout) in the class
7. Manoj (tried / tired ) to climb the trees and take the mangoes

8. Rishi wants to have a glass of ( water/ voter )
9. Amit can (see / sea ) with his eyes
10.
Poornima (must / most ) help me

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES:
1. Give me some foodto eat.
2. Play with me .
3. Swim across the river.
4. Let’s get on the train.
SORT OUT THESE DIFFERENT MEANS OF TRANSPORT INTO CORRECT GROUPS:
Land
Air
Bus, Car, Bicycle
Aero plane
Train, Truck, Steamer
Helicopter
PASTE THE PICTURES DIFFERENT MEANS OF TRANSPORT:

Water
Ship
Boat

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA GANDHIGRAM, DINDIGUL
Class: III
Name: ______________________

ENGLISH

Lesson: Trains
Month: October

List out the names of those whom you see at railway station:

write words starting withthe end letter of the previous word:

WE USE THE PRESENT SIMPLE TENSE TO EXPRESS THE
FOLLOWING IDEAS:
1.

To state facts or general truths

2.

To express habits or customs

3.

To relate future plans (often regarding programs and timetables)

4.

To tell jokes and stories or to report sporting events in real time.

FILL IN THE PRESENT TENSE:
1. My sisterreads(read) a book.
2. Frank likes(like) dogs
3. We sometimesmeet(meet) in front of the cinema.
4. Uncle Georgegoes(go) to the doctor's.
5. Our friends play(play) football in the park.
6. Shegoes (go) to the park every Friday.
7. Herides(ride) his bike every day.
8. Carolsays(say) good bye.
9. Sheis(be) the best singer in our class.
10.
My sisterlives(live) in a big house.
11.
The childreneat(eat) hamburgers.
12.
Iam(be) at home.
13.
Theytalkabout his iPod. (talk)
14.
Marycollectsstamps. (collect)
15.
Tom and Sue buytwo T-shirts. (buy)
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Name: ______________________

Month: October

Fill in the present tense:
1. She_________ in the house.
2. The dog and the cat_________ in the garden.
3. The woman_________ behind a tree.
4. I_________ Kevin.
5. Carol and I _________ friends.
6. It _________ black.
7. My name _________ Bob.
8. They _________ nice girls.
9. The children _________ in the shop.
10.
He _________ a teacher.
11.
We _________ hungry.
12.
Mrs Dixon _________funny and nice.
13.
I _________ twelve years old.
14.
Jim and Cathy _________ at school.
15.
The elephants _________ tired.
16.
We ____________ behind a tree. (hide)
17.
The children ____________in the garden. (play)
18.
Shalu____________pencil. (borrow)
19.
My mother ____________ shopping every Friday. (go)
20.
Hema ____________ name. (call)
21.
They always ____________ in the first row. (sit)
22.
Ken and Sam ____________ stamps. (collect)
23.
Carol____________ good bye. (say)
24.
She usually ____________Tom with the homework. (help)
25.
He ____________ in a big house. (live)
26.
The girl’s ____________ up. (stand)
27.
Bill____________ going shopping. (like)
28.
My parents often____________ westerns. (watch)
29.
They____________ hungry. (be)
30.
Mum____________ all the dirty clothes. (wash)
31.
Peter____________ got a brother. (have)
32.
Dad____________ a new plasma TV. (buy)
33.
The boys____________ football. (play)

